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This paper establishes sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of linear-time- 
varying discrete time systems. A new approach is proposed, related to polyhedral 
cones associated to M-matrices. Thus stability conditions are transformed in 
geometrical conditions between the dynamical matrix parameters of the time vary- 
ing system. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose is to find sufficient conditions ensuring asymptotic stability 
of a linear discrete-time-time-varing system described by the following 
state equation: 
X k+l =A, ‘Xkr (1) 
where for all k of J, , the set of nonnegative integers, xk is a vector of R” 
and A, a n x n real matrix. For asymptotic stability of system (l), 
p(A,) < 1, for all k of J, , is neither sufficient nor necessary condition as is 
well known. 
A new approach derived from results established for invariant linear 
systems leads to sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of (1 ), using 
M-matrices properties and polyhedral convex cones associated to the M- 
matrices [ 11. 
In the first section we recall some useful results for later developments 
about polyhedral convex cones and M-matrices. In the second section these 
results enable us to construct polyhedral cones based on M-matrices and to 
develop specific properties. This leads to sufficient stability conditions for 
invariant linear discrete time systems, in Section 3. In Section 4 those con- 
ditions are extended to time-varying systems by two theorems. 
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1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Polyhedral cones and M-matrices are basic in our approach. We thus 
state, some definitions and properties concerning these topics. For more 
information the reader is referred to [2, 3,4]. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a subset of R”. SC consists of all finite non- 
negative linear combinaisons of elements of S. S* is called the dual of S 
and is defined by 
S is a cone if SC = S. S is a polyhedral cone if there exists k of J, and B a 
n x k real matrix such that 
S= {xER”;x=BV, where VeRRk+}, 
Notation. Adopting the notations of [2], the cone S previously defined 
will be written as S = BR: . 
RESULTS. Without proof, we give the following results: 
A nonempty subset S of R” is a polyhedral cone if and only if S is the 
intersection of a finite number of closed half spaces, each containing the 
origin on its boundary. A polyhedral cone is a closed convex cone. 
DEFINITION. A convex cone S is solid if Int S, the interior of S, is not 
empty. 
A polyhedral cone S of R” is simplicial if 
S={x~R”;x=BV,where VcR”,}=BR”+, 
where B is a II x n nonsingular matrix. 
RESULT. If B is a n x n nonsingular matrix then (BR”, )* = (B-l)’ R”, . 
Remark. Many results have been obtained about cones and polyhedral 
cones, whose proofs can be found in an intensive literature. Only those 
required for our purpose have been given. We now state the charac- 
terization of an M-matrix: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a matrix of R”“” satisfying aij 60 whenever 
if j, then the following results are equivalent: 
(a) The real part of each eigenvalue of A is positive. 
(b) All principal minors of A are positive. 
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(c) All leading principal minors of A are positive. 
(d) A-’ exists and A-’ >O. 
(e) There exists a vector x > 0 of R” such that Ax > 0. 
(f) There exists a diagonal matrix D with positive diagonal such that 
ADe > 0, where e is the vector of R” whose components are all 1. 
DEFINITION. A matrix A satisfying aij < 0 whenever i # j and verifying 
any one of the conditions of theorem (1.1) is called an M-matrix. 
Though open problems still remain, the theory about M-matrices has 
intensively been developed. Many other equivalent statements of 
Theorem 1.1 are given in [2, 31. 
Remark. If A is an M-matrix, so is A’. It proceeds from 
(A’)-‘= (A-‘)‘. 
Remark. A matrix that we defined here as an M-matrix, is called in [2] 
and [7] a nonsingular M-matrix. We have adopted the definition of [3] 
and [4]. 
2. POLYHEDRAL CONVEX CONES ASSOCIATED TO M-MATRICES 
Using their important property of positive inverse, M-matrices lead to 
the construction of polyhedral cones. 
LEMMA 2.1. If A is an M-matrix of R” x *, the polyhedral cone defined by 
S(A)= {x~R”;Ax>0) 
is solid, simplical and Int S(A) c Int R”, . 
Proof: S(A) is solid due to (e) of Theorem 2.1. On the other hand 
S(A)= {xER”;forall VofR”,, VAx>O} 
={xER”;forall yEA’R”,,y’x20} 
= (A’R”, )* the dual cone of A’R”, . 
A’ is an M-matrix and therefore nonsingular, so 
S(A)=(A’R”,)*=A-‘R”,, 
then S(A) is simplicial. Furthermore A-’ is nonnegative, then S(A) c R”, 
and this yields Int S(A) c Int R”, . 
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Remark. Since S(A) is a polyhedral cone, Int S(A ) is defined as 
Int S(A) = {XE R”; Ax > 0}, whether A is singular or not. 
LEMMA 2.2. If A is an M-matrix, the polyhedral cone defined by 
S(A’)= {xER”; A’xaO) 
is solid, simplicial and Int S(A’) c Int R”, . 
Proof: A’ is an M-matrix too; it suffices to use Lemma 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.3. If A is a n x n real matrix such that aij < 0 whenever i # j, 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is an M-matrix. 
(b) S(A) c R”, and S(A) is solid. 
(c) S(A) n R”+ is solid. 
(d) S(A’) c R”, and S(A’) is solid. 
(e) S(A’) n R”+ is solid. 
ProoJ: (a) implies (b) with Lemma 2.1. 
(b) obviously implies (c). 
If S(A) n R”, is solid, there exists c > 0 of R” such that AC > 0 then A is 
an M-matrix. So (c) emplies (a). The equivalence with (d) and (e) is 
directly obtained as A’ is an M-matrix if and only if A is an M-matrix too. 
Remark. Theorem 2.3 induces that if A is a matrix of R”“” such that 
aij d 0 whenever i# j and the polyhedral cone S(A) is solid, then either 
S(A) does not intersect R”, or S(A) is included in R”,. S(A) c R”, 
corresponds to the M-matrix case. 
3. SUFFICIENT STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR 
LINEAR DISCRETE TIME INVARIANT SYSTEMS 
Let us consider the system obtained from (1) by taking a constant 
matrix Ak = A for all k of J+ . 
xk+i =A*Xk (3.1) 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of (3.1) are 
well known. The spectral radius of matrix A is less than one (p(A) < 1) if 
and only if for a matrix B such that the pair (B, A) is controllable, the 
Lyapunov equation P- ATPA = B*B has a positive definite symmetric 
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solution P. This statement is connected to the existence of a quadratic 
Lyapunov function v(x) = xTPx, based on a generalized euclidean norm. 
The previous characterization has become common use for stability 
analysis of linear systems. However, other Lyapunov functions, connected 
to nonquadratic norms may provide an interesting insight in the qualitive 
behavior of (3.1). 
Let us define the matrix 75 as ti = 1 A 1 -Z, where 1 A 1 is the matrix, the 
elements of which, are ( aij 1 for all i and j. 
LEMMA 3.1. The origin of system (3.1) is asymptotically stable if -E is 
an M-matrix. 
Proof: This proposition is another formulation of one of the results 
established by Lassalle [S], using a vector Lyapunov function concept. 
Lassalle proved that the existence of a positive vector of R” such that 
I A ( c < c is a sufficient condition for asymptotic stability of the origin. As 
2 = I A I - Z satisfies the conditions -E,, 6 0, for all i # j, then -ti is an M- 
matrix if and only if there exists c > 0 such that -EC > 0, i.e., I A I c < c. 
Remark. Our formulation allows a unification of some known results. 
As a matter of fact, for a nonnegative matrix A, p(A) < 1 if and only if 
Z-A is an M-matrix. This result is recalled in [6]; its proof requires the 
use of Perron-Frobenius theorem [7]. Thus, if A is a nonnegative matrix, 
the sufficient condition of Proposition 3.1 becomes a necessary and suf- 
ficient one. So, if A is a nonnegative matrix such that p(A) < 1, then, for 
every matrix B such that 1 B I= A, p(B) < 1. We find again a 
Perron-Frobenius result [7]. 
Although Proposition 3.1 does not actually constitute a new result, its 
expression is a useful stage in the elaboration of the final results. If -71 is 





Let us remark that S, (il) = S( 4) and Proposition 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 can be 
applied to S + (r?). 
THEOREM 3.2. The origin of system (3.1) is asymptotically stable if the 
polyhedral cone S + (ii’) is solid. Moreover, for every vector V0 of Int S + (i?), 
the function vy(x) = Vh I x I is a Lyapunov function. 
THEOREM 3.3. The origin of system (3.1) is asymptotically stable if the 
polyhedral cone S + (E) is solid. Moreover for every vector W = (w,), i = 
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1,2,..., n of Int S, (ii). The function v”(x) = max, { 1 xi I/wi) is a Lyupunou 
function. 
Proof The first part of each of the theorems proceeds from Lemma 3.1 
and Theorem 2.3. Lyapunov functions v(x) and v”(x) appear in [8], but 
with other conditions on vectors V,, and W. We can use the proofs of the 
theorems of Section 4 by applying them to the time-invariant case. 
Remark. Lyapunov functions v(x) and C(x) are a generalization of 
those of [6] for continuous diagonally dominant systems. 
4. SUFFICIENT STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR 
LINEAR DISCRETE-TIME-TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS 
The system that is finally considered is a time-varying one, represented 
by its space state equation 
xk+ I = Ak ’ xk> (4.1) 
where for all k of J, , Ak = (at.), i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, is a n x n real matrix, and 
xk = (xf), i = l,..., n a vector of R”. 
Interesting results about stability of such a system have been mentioned 
in some publications, among which [9] uses M-matrices properties and 
makes an overvaluation of the linear continuous time varying system by a 
stationary stable one. Our main idea is to obtain for system (4.1) 
Lyapunov functions analogous to system (3.1) ones. Polyhedral cones 
associated to M-matrices allow to give sufficient conditions for the 
existence of such Lyapunov functions. 
To each matrix Ak, k in J, , we can associate the matrix jik = 1 A 1 -Z, 
and so the polyhedral cones S + (Et) and S + (%k). 
THEOREM 4.1. The origin of system (4.1) is asymptotically stable if, for 
ullkofJ,, --Irk is an M-matrix and npzO S+ (5:) is a solide cone. 
Proof: As for all k of J, , --ilk is an M-matrix, S + (71:) c R”+. Then, as 
S + (ilk) is a solid cone, there exists V0 > 0 of R” such that, for all k of J, , 
iil,v, <o. 
Let us consider the real function v(x) = V’o 1 x 1. v is continuous in x and 
along a motion of system (4.1) 
\i(xk) = dxk + 1) - hk) 
= v; I(& ‘xk I - v;, ixk 1 
~V~(IAkI-z)IxkI=(ii:V,)‘IxkI. 
Since for all k, 77; V0 < 0, then for all x of R”, ?(x) < 0. 
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Let us note that for all x#O, G(x) ~0. But system (4.1) cannot be con- 
sidered exactly as an autonomous system and Corollary 1.2 of [8] may not 
be applied. For this reason we use the Invariance Principle Theorem of 
Lassalle [S]. Let E= (x E R” such that c(x) = 0} and A4 be the greatest 
invariant set in E. Then for system (4.1) we have 
E=M= (0). 
Furthermore, each solution of (4.1) is clearly bounded in R”. Effectively, if 
we use the following norm 11x I/ = Vf, Ix/ it is obvious that for all k of 
J, I/ xk +, II 6 11 xk II. Then the origin is asymptotically stable in the large, 
since M reduces itself to the origin. 
THEOREM 4.2. The origin oj’ system (4.1) is asymptoticlly stable if, for all 
kofJ,, --iik is an M-matrix and nT= 0 S + (17~) is a solid cone. 
Proof There exists a vector W> 0 of R” such that for all k of J, 
iik. w<o, i.e., IAk I WC W. 
Let us consider the function V(x) = max, { ( xi l/W;}. v”(x) is continuous in x 
and along a motion of system (4.1) 
G(xJ = v”(Xk, ,) - v”(Xk) 
’ i 
I AkXk I’ =max ~ -max!d! 
wi I I w, . 
Now 
dmax $$ . 
I i I 1 
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Thus for all x of R” and for all i= l,..., n, 
(IAkxk l)iemax Ix: Go 
wi 1 i I w, 
then, for all x E R”, G(x) < 0. More precisely, for all x #O, G(x) < 0 and 
5(O) = 0. 
Using the Invariance Principle of Lassalle [ 51, as E = M = { 0} and as 
each motion is clearly bounded (taking 11 x 11 = maxi { 1 .X~ I/ Wi}) the origin 
is asymptotically stable in large values. 
Remark. Our Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 impose each matrix A, to be 
asymptotically stable. 
But asymptotic stability of each matrix Ak is not a sufficient condition 
for asymptotic stability of system (4.1). We need a Lyapunov function com- 
mon to each subsystem xk+ I = AkO . xk, with kO fixed in J, . The con- 
ditions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 ensure the existence of such a function. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If for all k of J, , the matrix ~7~ is row dominant, the 
origin of system (4.1) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof: If for all k of J, , 71, is row dominant, -E, is an M-matrix. 
Furthermore, for all k of J, , the vector whose components are all one is 
included in Int S, (il,). So the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are verified. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If for all k of J, , the matrix ~7~ is column dominant, 
the origin of system (4.1) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof: As each matrix i& is column dominant, each matrix %f, is row 
dominant. So we can use the same proof as for Corollary 4.3. 
Remark. Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 prove that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are a 
generalization of results concerning Lyapunov function for diagonally 
dominant systems [6]. 
CONCLUSION 
Our results complete and unify numerous results existing in the literature 
concerning dynamical systems [lo]. They have been obtained using the 
concept of polyhedral cones associated to M-matrices. The conditions of 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are only based on geometrical conditions concerning 
the dynamical matrix parameters of the time-varying system. 
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